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These days, innovation is the only game worth playing. Peter Drucker, the father of modern
management, boils it down to its essentials: only innovation and marketing make money;
everything else is cost. Endogenous growth theory [1] says the same thing, only more
cautiously. It holds that investing in intellectual capital [2] significantly contributes to
company growth. And the data backs that up. For companies, innovation is about productivity
gains: investing in intellectual capital with the promise of returns in the form of new
products, new business models, and new ways of working. Or, in other words, innovation is
about how companies organize and reorganize their value chains [3], both within and
between organizations. The last 100 years of organization development bears testament to
this. Companies leveraged the first two industrial revolutions by organizing according to
economies of scale. At the time of start of the third in the 1960s, economies of learning
made more business sense in the changing opportunity landscape. The fourth (or fifth, if the
Internet is seen as the fourth) industrial revolution will not be technological – it will be
organizational. The frantic pace of innovation today shifts the metagame of organizational
economics towards industrialized learning: the economies of relearning.
[1] Paul Romer was awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics for his work on endogenous
growth theory
[2] AKA intangible assets, intellectual property; subdivided in human, relational (e.g.
goodwill), and structural capital (further subdivided in process, organizational, and
innovation capital)
[3] Michael Porter coined the concept of the value chain in 1985, solidifying the view of
organizations as processes, not structures
BCG talks about the innovation readiness gap and the problems companies have going from
innovation to impact, and states the problem in three parts or stages.
1. Making innovation a priority
2. Committing investment and talent to it
3. Being ready to transform investment into results
This is good start. Innovation doesn’t just happen; it takes effort and organization to discover
and to seize new opportunities. Innovation is, in fact, not even the problem. There is an
overabundance of new tech, new concepts, and new opportunities, and they are piling up
faster and faster. The problem is adaptive value creation or simply adaptation. Randy Bean's
mantra of fail fast, learn faster covers stages 1 and 2. The Deming wheel of plan-do-checkact covers stages 2 and 3. The Bean-Deming bi-cycle describes the organizational learning
loop:
1. Do things to learn! Make innovation a priority by investing time in doing things to
learn!
2. Learn things to do! Commit investment and talent to learn which things to do and
which things to not do!
3. Learn to do things! Transform investment into results by learning to do the things
from step 2!
Intellectual capital, organizational learning, adaptation, and innovation are all aspects of what
Peter Drucker named knowledge work. That is, leveraging brain power to frame and solve
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problems for which no satisficing templates, models, or concepts already exist. These days, a
big part of knowledge work is about Data-and-AI Readiness (DAIR) or algorithmic
business as Gartner calls it. The bucket that is data-and-AI is both an opportunity to discover
and to seize and a toolbox for discovering and seizing new opportunities, which is the
remaining part of knowledge work.
To hyperscale innovation (the challenge of which Dairdux terms "the enterprise DAIR
dilemma"), double up on the learning loop! Do knowledge work on your knowledge
work! In short, relearn to hyperscale. In terms of DAIR, these single and double loops
[4] map to what Bill Schmarzo terms inflection points on his monetization scale (which
is also a DAIR scale).
[4] See Chris Argyris, "Double-loop learning in organizations" or Argyris & Schön (1978),
Organizational Learning: A Theory of Action Perspective

Reader's Digest
This section is where we, the authors HG and MK, talk to you, the readers. The introduction
above sets the stage for the rest of the text. William Gibson famously quipped that "the future
is already here – it's just unevenly distributed". This article attempts to distribute the future
somewhat in providing a framework for economies of relearning and a crash course in
organizational economics.

About the authors
MK has been grappling with the organizational trinity of learning, knowledge, and
innovation for almost 30 years now, theoretically and practically. He has a PhD in
organizational sociology; over the years, his research has spread across computational,
quantitative, graph/network-based, and qualitative methods, with a keen interest in
epistemology, complexity science, and linguistics. Jobs include data scientist, consultant/mad
scientist, futurologist. He has dabbled in strat, org (duh), biz, and prod development. He
thinks he has a thing or two to say about knowledge organizations.
[HG text here]

In a nutshell
At this point in time, we think we are able to describe the complexity of the game of
innovation. Our feeble attempt to condense it to a one-liner is learn to adapt, adapt to
innovate – relearn to hyperscale. To some extent, that expression also serves as a list of
chapters, each adding new complexities to the mix.
•

•

Learn to adapt
Articulates how the accelerating pace of innovation threatens to obsolete companies
by changing the opportunity landscapes and thereby increasing the innovation
pressure
Adapt to innovate
Illustrates the comparative advantages of the three economies and their key
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•
•

•

•

•

differences and pivots the cybernetic model of organization as algorithm, process as
code into a prescriptive model
Economies of scale
Details the triple threat of exploiting success, structure, and culture
Economies of learning
Describes how mutually adjusting teams adapts to an uncertain future by embedding
the learning loop and why that is the low-risk strategy
Economies of relearning
States the learning loop as an explicit and differentiated core operation of the
company, turning it into a knowledge graph, its organization into algorithm, and its
processes into code
Relearn to hyperscale
Extends the Data Mesh methodology to a microservice mesh that operationalizes the
knowledge graph as a scaling engine
Next level
Takes this article as a foundation for the next: the marlomatic organization.

To be frank, we are fumbling around in the dark. We are trying to map the shape of an
inchoate organizational model by connecting fragmented ideas that tease of something
bigger. Consider this an alpha test.

Learn to adapt
In the 1950s and 1960s, Toyota developed what would become known as lean production
and total quality management ("The machine that changed the world") and began to outcompete competitors in the US and Europe who thought they knew the name of their game.
Lean and TQM are organizational innovations, expressions of intellectual capital that Toyota
achieved by capitalizing on economies of learning. At the same time, the Digital revolution
had begun. Companies were adopting the use of computers and software, initiating a flurry of
organizational adaptations to and of digitalization. Meanwhile, the world economy was
globalizing rapidly and the shift to service economies was well under way. The opportunity
landscapes for companies everywhere was changing rapidly, putting a premium on
companies' ability to discover and to seize new opportunities. And the rate of change has
been rising exponentially since at least the 1880s, the start of the Technological revolution
(the second industrial revolution), due to the accelerating pace of innovation and the pressure
to adapt to those innovations. See for instance the growth in US patents, which show a fairly
exponential trend, barring some periods of business turmoil.
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The
patent plot shows 10-year rolling averages of the number of patents issued yearly. As a
result, the effects of e.g. WWII and the Vietnam war impacts later years.

Acknowledge your future shock
Patents do not tell the whole story, but the acceleration curve indicates that Ray Kurzweil's
law of accelerating returns holds. When innovations start to accumulate faster than
organizations can process them, the metagame shifts from economies of scale (EoS) to
economies of learning (EoL). The rising innovation pressure has been expressed in several
ways during the 1900s. In the 1940s, Joseph Schumpeter coined the concept of creative
destruction and described it as "the process of industrial mutation that continuously
revolutionizes the economic structure from within, incessantly destroying the old one,
incessantly creating a new one". In the 1970s, Alvin Toffler talked about future shock and
information overload: too much change in a too short period of time. In the 1990s, when the
Internet revolution started, Clayton Christensen coined disruptive innovation where new
value networks eventually displaces established market-leading firms, products, and
alliances. At the same time, Richard D'Aveni described hypercompetition: a state of
competition in which the rate of change in the competitive rules of the game are in such
flux that only the most adaptive, fleet, and nimble organizations will survive.
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Learn the rules of the innovation pressure metagame
In 1975, the head of research at IBM said that "I don't think that IBM, or anyone else, knows
how to sell solutions" [5]. First, I find it amusing that IBM, a key player in the Digital
revolution, had trouble dealing with an effect of the Technological revolution. Second, I am
impressed by how quick they were to recognize that they were playing a new game with new
rules. Third, this quote is a good encapsulation of old paradigms becoming a liability for
companies wanting to do new things. Fourth, this quote can be seen as a sign of the times,
marking 1975 as a tipping point for EoL trumping EoS.
[5] Source: Neil Rackham, Rethinking the sales force
Innovations change the rules of the game. To stay competitive, companies are forced to
adapt. Any non-adaptive company will become increasingly maladapted and then obsolete as
the opportunity landscape keeps changing. The rate of change makes all the difference. To
use the terminology of James G March, exploitation strategies make economic sense when
the rate of change is low; any drastic changes are deferred beyond the discount horizon of
future cash flows. This maps to EoS. When the rate of change is high, exploration strategies
make economic sense; the alternative to adaptation is obsolescence. This maps to EoL.
Innovation pressure, then, can be defined as the rate of change in opportunity
landscapes and the concomitant risk of obsolescence.

Adapt to innovate
EoL outperforms EoS when the innovation pressure becomes problematic, e.g. when the
company has to innovate just to stay in the game. I posit that there is a third: economies of
relearning (EoR), the industrialization of learning to innovate at scale.
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The metagame plot attempts to visualize the comparative advantage of different capitalization
strategies for different levels of innovation pressure. First, there is only one tipping point.
EoR is just a better way to organize EoL while the there is a qualitative difference between
EoL and EoS. Worded differently, EoL is a precursor, a v1.0, to EoR‚ a v2.0. Second,
adaptation subsumes innovation because there is no telling whether or not an adaptation is an
innovation or a mistake until it can be evaluated. In fact, learning to adapt is the fertile garden
in which innovation can bloom. Third, each of the three economies map to increasing levels
of intellectual capital. The table below summarizes some key points of the different
economies.
Economies of…
"Game-play"

Scale
Playing the game as well
as possible within the
ruleset

Learning
Relearning
Updating the rules of the
Playing new
game to make it play
games
better
Human capital

Intellectual
capital
(cumulative)

Process capital
Relational capital
(Relational capital)

View of org

Structure

(Organizational capital)
Process

"Metric"

Cost advantages

Productivity

Command and control

Connect and coordinate

Standardization

Mutual adjustment

State machine

Multi-agent system

Top down

Bottom up

Management
paradigm
Coordination
mechanism
Computational
archetype
Problem-solving

Innovation capital
Organizational
capital
Algorithm
Adaptability,
Innovation speed
Harvest and reuse
Federative
adjustment
Complex adaptive
system
Middle out

In a sense, adaptation to increasing innovation pressure is about companies becoming
increasingly defined in terms of their intellectual capital. So, what is it? In short, know-how.
Knowing how to support, operate, leverage, improve, or create systems that are intentionally
designed to serve some purpose. Know-how can be expressed in intellectual property, e.g.
patents, papers, proofs-of-concept, programs, processes, procedures, policies, plans,
portfolios, etc.
•
•
•
•
•

Process capital: the operation itself (admin systems)
Relational capital: relations to actors, both internal and external, in the company's
ecosystem (systems for the business ends of the value chain)
Human capital: individual brains and their contents (talent management systems)
Innovation capital: learning loops (knowledge-work systems)
Organizational capital: ways of working and its culture (all other systems)

As an organizational sociologist, MK is deeply annoyed that intellectual capital is divided in
human, relational, and structural capital (subdivided in process, organizational, and
innovation capital). First, "human capital" is an ironically dehumanizing expression for
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something that celebrates the power of people (not that "human resources" is much better).
Second, structural capital and its subdivisions should be named organizational capital,
subdivided in structural, process, and innovation capital. Because that would make sense in
contrast to the current mess.

Knowledge work bridges theory and practice
Nothing in this article is really new. Most of it is a remix of ancient wisdom. Peter Drucker
coined the term "knowledge worker" in 1959. The year before, the pivotal book
Organizations by March & Simon already contained, albeit in embryonic form, the principal
components of knowledge work: slack, search behaviour, and satisficing [6]. Building on
March's work, Argyris & Schön distinguished between single-loop and double-loop learning.
Around the same time, Stafford Beer and Eric Schwarz combined the fields of cybernetics
and complexity science and came up with viable system theory (and, specifically,
autonomous agency theory), in which organizations are modelled as self-producing and selfcreating complex adaptive systems.
[6] Herbert Simon was later awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics for his work on decisionmaking under bounded rationality, i.e. satisficing
There is a delicious irony here. EoS has institutionalized its resistance to adaptation to the
extent that companies have been unable to adopt and enjoy the fruits of organization science.
Now, with the ever-intensifying quest for innovation and the premium it puts on knowledge
work, we believe that companies are becoming ready to accept knowledge work as a bridge
between theory and practice. Isaac Newton said of himself that “if I have seen further it is by
standing on the shoulders of giants”. That is the essence of relearning: synthesizing
knowledge to build a giant of innovation capital from which to view the opportunity
landscape.
Problem framing
Chris Argyris has a deceptively simple definition of organizational learning: it is a process for
detecting and correcting organizational error where "error" includes any organizational
feature that inhibits learning. This makes organizational learning a recursive algorithm; the
learning process relearns itself. Easy to say, harder to do, unfortunately. When the org is
detecting and correcting errors that help the org "carry on its present policies or achieve its
objectives, the process may be called single-loop learning". Double-loop learning occurs
when the process detects and corrects error in the very policies or objectives of the org. In
other words, single-loop learning is about solving problems, while double-loop learning is
about (re-) framing problems.
Framing problems is a high-stakes game. It is difficult to do effectively yet of vital economic
value. The decision to invest in any opportunity carries an opportunity cost. Problem-framing
is knowledge work for not betting on the wrong horse that applies methodologies such as
design thinking's double diamond and the opportunity solution trees used for product
discovery, in all parts of the organization. Kahneman's book Thinking, fast and slow can be
viewed as a detailed articulation of the difference between single-loop and double-loop
learning, where double-loop learning is precisely the task of making explicit your implicit
assumptions, heuristics, and biases.
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The cybernetics of relearning
The single and double learning loops map beautifully to Eric Schwarz' cybernetic model of
organization. In this model, a complex adaptive system, such as an organization, is capable
of self-production (autopoeisis) and of self-creation (autogenesis; creating new capabilities)
through networks of processes that connect an operational system of agency, a relational (or
tactical) system for single-loop learning, and an existential (or strategic) one for double-loop
learning. The point is to maximize innovation (and data-and-AI) readiness by creating
learning loops within the operative, tactical, and strategic systems and between the systems,
so they can recursively do things to learn, learn things to do, and learn to do things from each
other.
Cybernetics treats organizations as algorithms, and processes as code. This is a
prescriptive model, not a metaphor. I argue that innovation readiness hinges on DAIR.
That story does not end with just recruiting dev talent that can "do" data and AI for
the company. DAIR means seeing the company as computation and its value chain as
lambda calculus. Organizations have to learn to express themselves as code and to treat
everything as data. Digitalization started in 1959 with the invention of the integrated
circuit, the start of the Digital revolution. Now, only companies that manage to reframe
themselves as fully digitalized organizations capable of relearning will have a future.
EoR can be described as a second-order cybernetic eigenform. Learning to operate at
this level of abstraction, turning theory into practice, is fast becoming necessary.

The future is already here – it's just unevenly distributed
A lot of companies are already working along this line of thinking, leveraging their learning
loops to out-innovate their peers. Spotify has the fundamentals of relearning with their
DIBBs framework – data to insights to beliefs to bets which iterate with new data. Tesla is
experimenting with federative adjustment; their entire organization is a mesh of startups that
are relearning from and with each other. I would be astounded if Google is not experimenting
in the intersection of knowledge graphs, AI, and organization to fuel their discovery of new
opportunities.
Digitally-native algorithm-producing companies have a competitive advantage. Not simply
because they are software companies doing software, but because they have the know-how to
turn their organization into software. Also, the entire open source "industry" is basically
distributed relearning. Companies devote resources to contribute to open source projects not
out of the goodness of their hearts but to improve their capability creation capability. The
tech giants do not fund scientific AI research for fun; they do it to harvest and reuse that
research.
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Economies of scale: the org as a monolithic machine
The very concept of economies of scale is based on cost advantages, i.e. increased efficiency
through cost reductions, as the capitalization regime for competitive advantage. The
management paradigm to achieve this is command and control, the epitome of the top-down
approach. The coordinating mechanism, as Henry Mintzberg would have it, is
standardization.
•
•
•

Standardization of work processes (the machine bureaucracy)
Standardization of outputs (the divisionalized form)
Standardization of skills (the professional bureaucracy)

The result is an organizational structure. Once erected, a structure stays in place. The chain of
command might shift to admin the machine more efficiently, but the operational machinery is
not easily changed. In computational terms, EoS orgs are state machines.

Tangent: economies of scope
Companies with deep pockets can hedge some of the obsolescence risks by divisionalization,
i.e. having a portfolio view of total costs over all business lines, each its own economy of
scale, otherwise known as economies of scope. This is the realm of the BCG growth matrix.
Taking a portfolio view to supply and to demand does represent relational capital, albeit in a
primitive fashion, given that it puts the company in relation to its environment. However,
economies of scope cannot win the fight against obsolescence; it can only prolong the fight,
and, for most companies, only slightly. For the lucky few (see below) the prolongation can be
considerable. However, do not make the mistake of attributing to strategy what can be
adequately explained by statistics.

The curse of culture
In 1965, Arthur Stinchcombe tersely concluded that "organizations, once established, tend
not to change". MK's dissertation, Adaptability or Efficiency, explores this success trap.
Companies tend to turn themselves into (state) machines for capitalizing on their existing
opportunity. When the opportunity landscape shifts (as reflected by shrinking market shares
and revenue), their loss aversion makes them double down on their current operation instead
of doubling up on their learning loops. Having no machinery for discovering and seizing new
opportunities, a company will inevitably be replaced by an up-and-coming company that
establishes itself in a high-fitness location in the opportunity landscape. And this cycle
repeats; Schumpeter's "industrial mutation" happens on industry level because very little
"mutation" happens within organizations that do not have the capacity to learn. But what
about R&D, we hear you ask. R&D focused on reducing costs does not change this picture.
R&D focused on opportunity discovery also does not change anything if the company does
not seize the new opportunities.
Geert Hofstede likens organization culture to software of the mind: individuals in
organizations create and learn patterns of thinking and acting in a collective programming of
the mind. This collective programming is the company's ways of working. If the company
invests primarily in process capital, i.e. improves competence in existing procedures, the
cultural programming will become a curse and a liability. Basically, the company blinds itself
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to the exploration of new opportunities. [7] In Drucker's words: “people in any organization
are always attached to the obsolete – the things that should have worked but did not, the
things that once were productive and no longer are”.
Companies operating under EoS are single-minded, and in more ways than one. Kahneman's
prospect theory [8] helps us understand why economies of scale is spectacularly ill-suited to
rapidly changing opportunity landscapes. Why do companies escalate commitment to
operational models that are no longer relevant? The institutionalization of loss aversion in
organization cultures makes companies susceptible to the sunk cost fallacy.
[7] One of the funniest and best articles on this topic is Alvesson & Spicer (2012), "A
stupidity-based theory of organizations", Journal of management studies 49:7
[8] Another Nobel Prize in Economics

Tangent: Kodak moments
Bolstering the bottom line when the top line is failing leads to Kodak moments. Facit doubled
down on mechanical calculators, Kodak and Polaroid on analog photography, Blackberry on
physical keyboards, Blockbuster on video rental, and Borders on bookstores. Most of these
companies, by the way, did lots of R&D. Facit researched electronic calculators. Kodak
invented the digital camera. Blackberry was a leader in developing smartphones. All of them
failed because they became trapped by their own mental programming

The lucky few
It can be observed that some companies survive despite operating under EoS and its
centralized management. Any company will survive if it is lucky enough to have a leader that
keeps having good ideas and is forceful enough to convince the board and the top
management team and to transform the company. Essentially, such a company has its entire
machinery for discovering and seizing new opportunities incarnated in specific individuals.
This observation on the power of people leads us to human capital and economies of learning.

Economies of learning: the org as as mutually adjusting
teams
Toyota heralded a new breed of company, the learning organization. Henry Mintzberg
characterizes them as organizations that do not know what they will do next. That is, in fact,
their greatest strength. They can, reactively or proactively, navigate their changing
opportunity landscapes, discover and seize new opportunities, and stay productive. Learn to
adapt means being able to deal with innovation, regardless of whose innovation it is.
Adapt to innovate is the real power of EoL – the ability to seize opportunities, whether or
not they were discovered in-house or somewhere else.
The inimitable Drucker said that "if you want something new, you have to stop doing
something old". This illustrates the capitalization regime of EoL: competitive advantage by
killing darlings to avoid the sunk cost fallacy. Companies operating under EoL have stopped
doing hierarchy. Instead of centralized command and control they do heterarchy. There are
several variants around: holacracy, boss-less flatarchy, podularity or podular organization,
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participatory management, adhocracy, and network-centric organization. All of them are
based on autonomy and decentralization, self-organization and self-management – connecting
and coordinating individuals and (ideally multidisciplinary or cross-functional) teams.
Investing in human capital, i.e. recruiting, empowering, and training individuals and teams to
autonomously solve problems from the bottom up, necessarily leads to EoL and heterarchy.

Tangent: mixing economies
Note that the matrix organization is an attempt to run traditional hierarchies and heterarchical
project teams in parallel. Tiger teams, workout groups, communities of practice (guilds,
tribes) are examples of attempts at running parts of an organization as heterarchies.
Furthermore, a company can consist of several organizations, official or otherwise. For
instance, parts of IT can run on economies of skills in serving other parts of the company
while the rest of IT runs on economies of scale. All informal communities of practice are
economies of skill. R&D might run on economies of value in serving internal stakeholders.
One business unit can run on EoL while another runs on EoS. While some learning is better
than no learning, having parts of the org resist adaptation while other parts seek it creates
friction. The costs of dealing with the paradigm clash may well jeopardize the marginal
utility of mixing economies.
This is a topic that requires its own article. In passing, we will just note that trying to combine
centralization and decentralization can create problems when it comes to the exercise of
power and authority in organizations.

Mutual adjustment: ways-of-working as work-in-progress
Mintzberg summarizes the coordinating mechanism as mutual adjustment or reciprocal
adaptation. This concept covers the continuous mutation of who does what with whom for
whom. Another apt Druckerism: “Management is about human beings. Its task is to make
people capable of joint performance, to make their strengths effective and their weaknesses
irrelevant”.
The differentiation of tasks, concerns, and competences, or division of labour, is a core topic
in organization science. This problem of how to chunk the value chain into tasks and jobs and
matching jobs with people in an effective manner, in response to a changing business
environment, is largely what EoL is iteratively trying to solve. Computationally, an EoL org
is a co-evolving multi-agent system. Teams can form or disband depending on what needs to
be done, creating value adaptively. The org learns as teams learn, adapt, and pass knowledge
to other teams, with the potential for some of those adaptations to be innovations. Those
include ways of working. The book Giant steps in management by Mol & Birkinshaw is all
about those, such as supply chain management, outsourcing, balanced scorecards, customer
relationship management, and benchmarking. They may not be disruptive innovations, but
nonetheless examples of knowledge work providing solid productivity gains.

Tangent: work motivation
Some people thrive on the order and predictability in EoS orgs and hate the disorder and
uncertainty in EoL orgs. For some people, it is the other way around. And some people do
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not care. This issue is hugely important and permeates any attempt at organizing companies.
But we will not linger on this topic; the complexity is out of scope for this article.

Economies of scale is risky business
Another fairly early example of EoL was Volvo's experiments with participatory
management, which was ultimately discontinued for lack of productivity gains. This example
also highlights the challenge of capitalizing on economies of learning:
•
•

It is risky – innovation, or even productivity gains, can never be guaranteed
It is expensive – the coordination costs of mutual adjustment are far from trivial

The promise of EoL is that the larger the network of mutually adjusting nodes, the larger the
potential for innovation. However, costs rise exponentially with the number of mutually
adjusting nodes in the network. So, from the perspective of EoS, EoL is risky business.
From the perspective of EoL, EoS is hopelessly trapped by its irrational fear of loss and risk,
completely unable to deal with the uncertainty that EoL thrives on. Nassim Nicholas Taleb's
book The black swan can be read as a very long epitaph for EoS: black swans become more
frequent the higher the innovation pressure climbs. Since EoL can adapt to black swans and
EoS cannot, EoL is the low-risk option. EoS becomes the high-risk option because it goes
all-in on the gamble that the future is free of nasty surprises.

Tangent: the role of R&D
Mutual adjustment is R&D, of course. But R&D as part of the core operation, not R&D as a
separate function. Mutual adjustment is also DevOps; these concepts naturally merge in the
view of org-as-algo, process-as-code. Ultimately, the learning org subsumes R&D, for two
reasons. First, R&D cannot remain isolated from Ops when Ops needs to integrate the
learning loop. Second, open innovation already serves much the same purpose as the R&D
department.

Diversity invites opportunity
MK's research makes it abundantly clear that diversity in the "learned patterns of thinking
and acting" of the organization is necessary for discovering and seizing opportunities while
avoiding information cascades. See Scott E Page's book The difference for a thorough
analysis of the power of diversity. Within-team or between-team ability to frame and solve
problems effectively is directly proportional to its diversity in mental models, which is why
multidisciplinary or cross-functional teams perform better. Non-diverse teams may solve
problems faster, but that advantage comes with a much higher risk of them solving the wrong
problem.
This puts some importance on the between-team networking aspect of EoL. If
individuals and teams mutually adjust only with their nearest neighbours, the scope for
opportunities tends towards the local. Mutual adjustment with distant individuals and
teams invites a more global scope of opportunities. However, distant adjustment is
logistically difficult to maintain. Hence, EoL tends towards local or limited opportunity
scope; more improvement than innovation, more evolution than revolution, more single-
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loop learning than double-loop learning. Regardless, it beats EoS by walkover in the
adaptation game.
In fact, the only real risk that EoL orgs face is groupthink. Any bounded group of interacting
individuals will, over time, converge on Hofstede's "collective programming of the mind".
The speed of this convergence increases with increasing pressure to get things done. In the
long term, the mutual adjustment of EoL can exhaust the org's supply of diversity, turning
them as non-adaptive as EoS orgs.

Economies of relearning: the org as recursive sensemaking
This article started with the Druckerism only innovation and marketing make money;
everything else is cost. This pairs well with add another Drucker quote: “Knowledge is
different from all other resources. It makes itself constantly obsolete, so that today’s
advanced knowledge is tomorrow’s ignorance. And the knowledge that matters is subject to
rapid and abrupt shifts”.
Why do knowledge work? Simply, (to try) to establish what to do and not to do. The actual
economies of relearning is double-loop learning: minimize the opportunity cost of each and
every investment decision. The capitalization regime of EoR is competitive advantage by
knowing better. Time is a scarce resource. For every opportunity that a company seizes, it
ipso facto foregoes other opportunities. The business purpose of relearning is to search the
ever-changing opportunity landscape and identify which ones are the best at this point in time
in terms of satisficing the orthogonal interests of doing business today and doing business
tomorrow.

Relearning is recursive learning
Consider the learning loop as a knowledge-producing function that takes data and returns
knowledge. When the knowledge produced is treated as new data, that function references
itself, e.g. f(f(x)), and becomes a recursive loop, e.g. f'(x) = f(f(f(f(x))))…, because any f(x) is
the result of earlier f(x). Hence, we arrive at the learning organization as a recursive
algorithm: the knowledge organization. Going back to the org-as-algo, process-as-code
concept, EoR is the eigenform of recursive learning: a continuous cycle of making sense of
old knowledge in the light of new knowledge.

Virtualization of brain power
The rising importance of intellectual capital is just a way of saying that companies
increasingly rely on brain power to make a difference, reframing BCG's innovation readiness
as DAIR-based relearning. The logical conclusion is the virtualization of brain power;
organizational intelligence, so to speak – the combination of human and artificial intelligence
into a shared neural network. Or, in other words, the org's computational model of itself. This
is the fractal organization of tomorrow: the model of the org as the org.
And here we come to the crux of the matter. Relearning means iterating a knowledge
graph of the organization for the organization by the organization in the organization.
The continuous cycle of sense-making, of harvesting and reusing must manifest in
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learning as platform. This is our DIBB. We are claiming that the only way to accelerate
and to hyperscale is to industrialize the learning loop to leverage learning as platform
and the knowledge graph as the core intellectual property of the org.
Doing this effectively is technically complicated, scientifically challenging, and
organizationally complex. And, unfortunately, out of scope for this article; it attempts to
frame the problem. Solving that problem is the next step. Knowledge graphs start simple with
transitive triads or triples such as A verbs B verbs C. Pretty soon, however, they face the
underlying issues of ontology and epistemology. These issues need to be operationalized in
something like a semantic web which maps to ontology aand a "semiotic mesh" which maps
to epistemology. MK claims that triadic semiotics is a necessary complement to a semantic
web, the same way ontology and epistemology are complements to each other. See, for
instance, actor-network theory.
Regardless, the key claim is that companies are becoming defined by intellectual capital, i.e.
knowledge. This requires organization of both knowledge (the graph) and the knowledgeproduction process (the learning loop).

Differentiation of the learning loop
The only significant flaw with EoL is that mutual adjustment does not scale well. At some
size it will become prohibitively expensive to let every team mutually adjust to every other.
The underlying issue is that the learning loop itself remains undifferentiated. Everyone in the
org is supposed to contribute; EoL is a peer-to-peer approach to knowledge production. This
is not a bad thing, of course. Investing in human capital is necessary. However, if it is not
coupled with investing in organizational capital and innovation capital, all that learning and
knowledge stays within people's brains. If it is not externalized as intellectual property, the
org has learned nothing.
Any work process is undifferentiated when there are no interdependent specializations, and
everyone involved in the process is supposed to be able to perform all the tasks end-to-end.
Each worker is essentially capable of running the process by itself, and any worker can
replace any other. In biological terms, such an org is a colonial organism, a collective of
functionally independent organisms, typically single-cell microbes, cooperating. Multicellular organisms have specialized cells that are functionally interdependent, forming a
complex system. Computationally, this distinction is mirrored by multi-agent systems and
complex adaptive systems.
Differentiation is about leveraging such a functionally interdependent system to
increase productivity. Taylor's scientific management and Ford's assembly line shows
the incredible power of differentiation: specialists (or discrete functions) working
interdependently to produce something none of them could produce on their own and
with orders of magnitude higher productivity than the same amount of generalists could
ever hope to achieve.
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The differentiation of data science
Data science used to be an undifferentiated process. Anyone doing relatively advanced
algorithmic knowledge work in the early 2010s was a data scientist, and any data scientist
was replaceable by any other in the eyes of those who hired them. MK, the sociologist, was a
data scientist. Big Data engineers were data scientists. BI experts, computer scientists, ML
engineers and AI researchers were all data scientists. Now, people have (hopefully)
understood that data science is a complex web of interdependent specialist functions and
competences. In 2017, MK amused himself by mapping the realm of data science (updated in
2020). The web of functions is complex enough to warrant a regional deep-dive.

As long as data science is treated as an undifferentiated process, the only way to create
any real value is to hire the best data scientists and let them work their magic. Thing is,
the number of superheroes, full-stack devs, or unicorns with the talents, motivations, and
competences to be effective in all aspects of data science is vanishingly small. It is not a
sustainable approach, because it does not scale. Differentiating the data science process into a
system of interdependent jobs holds the promise of 10x-ing the value creation. Lack of
differentiation is apparent in two ways:
•
•

Human capital has to substitute for the missing organizational capital
Culture has to substitute for the missing ways of working

I am not saying that these are bad things. I am saying that the opportunity cost of investing in
human capital, cross-functional teams, and culture instead of investing in organizational
capital and differentiation is high.
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The learning loop as practice
EoR banks on explicitly differentiating the learning loop into interdependent functions or
practices. The data science map is not only an example of differentiation, it also contains the
seeds of the differentiated learning loop: complexity mapping, context analysis, and domain
translation. These merge with the three parts of the learning loop that I described already in
the beginning.
•

•

•

Federators do things to learn; they harvest information from individuals and teams
(the data, so to speak)
Complexity mapping (in the map, this is the tribe called Mapmakers of Komplek City)
Navigators learn things to do; they reframe harvests into distinct bits of knowledge or
learnings
Contextual analysis (the Scryers of the Khon Texts)
Orchestrators learn to do things; they synthesize learnings into wisdom or practices
that individuals and teams can reuse
Domain translation, both between theory and practice and between models and
business (the Adepts of Qual-Quant)

Each of federation, navigation, and orchestration selects for different traits, both from each
other and from the other practices in the organization. To a large extent, DAIR is the context
for both the inputs and outputs of each practice. Drucker's undifferentiated knowledge worker
from 1959 has to be split into different types of knowledge workers. And the orgs of
tomorrow have to recruit or train people that can operate at this level of abstraction.
The magic trick we pulled here was taking a descriptive model and turning it into a
prescriptive model, as we did with the cybernetic model of organization. A knowledge graph
is a description of knowledge, but in EoR it becomes the centrepiece of the organization's
intellectual capital. Learning how to leverage it is the org's innovation capital. Specifically,
orchestration is the magic trick, the secret sauce of innovation: turning knowledge into
business and business into knowledge.

Federative adjustment
In Mintzbergian terms, EoR has a management paradigm of harvest and reuse and a
coordination mechanism of federative adjustment. In making the learning loop an explicit job
for federators, navigators, and orchestrators within the teams, the teams can federatively
adjust to each other through the harvest-reuse loop. These three practices work both within
the teams and between the teams, shielding the teams from (most of) the uncertainty and
innovation stress that comes from being a complex adaptive system. The omnipresent
knowledge graph is what allows federators, navigators, and orchestrators to perform this Jedi
mind trick of federative adjustment.
In practical terms, EoR can hyperscale innovation by avoiding the problem Bill Schmarzo
calls orphaned analytics, also known as the prototype graveyard. Phrased differently, EoR
reframes any process or product – successful or not – as data for capability creation. EoR
extends Randy Bean's motto of fail fast, learn faster with the addendum federate forever.
And that's the T-shirt of the knowledge worker:
fail fast, learn faster – federate forever
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The EoR approach to problem-solving is neither top-down nor bottom-up. EoR starts in the
middle with the knowledge-to-opportunity problem, putting first principles in the centre, and
works itself outward across the org. The middle-out approach is really a fractal pattern under
the hood; relearning should be a recurring theme within every part of the organization. It
should not be a separate function, but the core function of a knowledge org.

Tangent: the fractal organization
Self-similarity, repeating patterns, and recursion is the basis of fractals. Organization is
inherently fractal. The command and control mechanism of EoS (specifically, Henry Fayol's
span of control concept from the early 1900s) creates a fractal pattern: each member
delegates power (responsibilities and resources) to n other members. When the org adds its
second member, it is delegated some power from the first member, creating a branch from the
center. Additional members create new branches. When the number of members exceeds n,
branch members delegate some of their power to their branches. This results in a classical
hierarchy, which is a simple fractal tree – a distressingly boring fractal, but a fractal
nonetheless.
As a coordination mechanism, federative adjustment leverages the transitive triadic relations
of the knowledge graph: team A loops team B loops team C. These relations are fractal. This
next bit is either mind-blowing or nonsense.
•
•
•
•

A loops B loops C
A loops C through B
B is the loop in the relation A loops C
The A-loop-B relation is the same type as A-loop-C and B-loop-C

Charles Sanders Peirce holds that any semiotic relation is triadic: sign, object, and
interpretant, where the interpretant (itself a sign) mediates sign and object, having the same
relation to each as they have to each other, in the same way that predicates mediate subjects
and objects. Any expression (entity a)-[relation 1]-(entity b)-[relation 2]-(entity c) can be
reframed as (entity a)-[relation b]-(entity c); the latter expression can also be reframed as the
former. Any node-edge graph can be deconstructed into a mesh of signs and reconstructed as
a different graph. Which is why any ontology of semantic triples should be complemented by
an epistemology of semiotic triads.

Relearn to hyperscale
Applying EoR to hyperscale begins with the Mui Maxim:
1. Think big
2. Start small
3. Scale fast
In practical terms, this translates to a simple iteration. For each opportunity seized or
discarded, harvest it for intellectual capital to reuse for the next! With each new node added
to the knowledge graph, the time to seize the next opportunity shrinks. That is the recipe for
how to industrialize learning to mass-produce opportunities.
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Thinking big is the linchpin. In seizing an opportunity, some of the investment is dedicated to
"harvestability", putting effort into designing its parts with reuse for other purposes in mind.
Starting small follows the blueprint of Eric Reis' Lean startup. Scaling fast is about
leveraging the artifacts in the growing knowledge graph. The point of the graph is the
network effects of Metcalfe's law. With each node (and we mean both teams and learnings)
added to the graph, the utility of the graph grows exponentially.
EoR starts slower than EoL because relearning (the creation of future capabilities) diverts
resources from seizing the current opportunity to discovering new ones. This adaptability tax
is actually an investment for acceleration. The point of EoR is exponential growth. EoL
orgs, with their undifferentiated learning loops, will start fast but suffer exponential decrease
in their growth until it plateaus and flat-lines.

Federative Lean startup
Another way to think about EoR and relearning to hyperscale is in terms of federated
startups where the federative adjustment is itself just one or more startups among many. Each
startup is a containerization of uncertainty. If it fails, the blast radius is limited, because of the
federative adjustment to the other startups. If the adjustment is mutual, the blast radius
encompasses everyone with a reciprocal connection to it. Federative adjustment allows the
company to do Lean startup at scale.
Furthermore, this containerization of uncertainty offers a way to deal with motivation
conflicts. Differentiating the learning loop can shield those who are demotivated by disorder
and uncertainty; federative adjustment eliminates the obligation of peer-to-peer learning. Not
all parts of the EoR org have to learn and adapt at the same speed.
Containerization is also the recipe for migrating from the capitalization regimes of EoS or
EoL. The company can run its EoR startup in its own container and leverage the network
effects by moving parts of the company into it one by one. Incidentally, this illustrates the
maxim of think big, start small, scale fast.

The Mesh Methodology
The Data Mesh methodology is another perspective on EoR. Actually, it is not just a
perspective, it is a central component of an EoR organization. The very idea of federative
adjustment originates with Data Mesh and its federated governance. Like my map of data
science illustrates the principles of knowledge work differentiation, Data Mesh illustrates
network effects. The utility of a mesh of data products grows exponentially with every data
product added to it, not least because new data products can leverage the data products
already in the mesh while adding to the mesh.
The federated governance of the data mesh happens in the context of the overall federative
adjustment of the org. The data mesh is part of a greater "data" mesh. In the spirit of
relearning, where old knowledge is data for new knowledge, a data mesh will automatically
be part of the knowledge graph, and the knowledge graph will automatically be a part of the
data mesh. EoR is basically a fractal extension of the Data Mesh methodology. In the spirit of
org-as-algo, process-as-code, the knowledge graph already includes the teams and talents
that use it, in terms of the micro- or macro-services they create and the micro- or macroservices they provide to each other. So, we can talk about an algorithm mesh, a microservice
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mesh, and a team or startup mesh, all federatively adjusting to each other. Thus, we can talk
about a generalized Mesh methodology for fractal organization.

Making sense
Double-loop learning requires that no hard-coded assumptions or sacred truths be accepted as
is. Any organizational fixpoint will introduce path dependency in the organization's
exploration of its opportunity landscape, constraining its options. Drucker's notion of
knowledge requires that any understanding of the organization common to the organization
be only provisional. As a result of this and the need to maximize diversity, the ideal EoR org
is polythetic, which puts a premium on federative adjustment of teams for maintaining
cohesion and interoperability.
If everything about an organization is subject to change, what makes it an organization? What
is stable enough to allow it to define it to itself? The eigenform of the recursive algorithm that
is the learning loop is continuous sense-making, expressed as a function. In practical terms:
teams making sense both of each other and to each other. Spotify's DIBBs is an example of
this sense-making. As long as the organization makes sense, it is an organization.

Learning as (collaborative value creation) platform
DAIR is about expressing process as code. This is especially true for the federators,
navigators, and orchestrators who both are and need a platform for relearning. Bill
Schmarzo has already come up with a good name for it: a collaborative value creation
platform. The specs for such a platform includes being able to mesh with the organization's
other platforms, including its data mesh. Not a platform-of-platforms, but a federative
platform. Otherwise, the looping teams will have a hard time federating, navigating, and
orchestrating the organization's learnings and making sense of it. To some extent, there
already exists technology that facilitates collaborative value creation, at least partially.
Examples include:
•
•
•

Fibery
Coda
Airtable

As an example of EoR and expressing organization as code, Dairdux is busy implementing
itself as a knowledge graph in Fibery. We tried Coda as well, but Fibery seems more suited to
our needs. To be clear, do not mistake the tech for the platform. The humble wiki with its
hypertext is tech that can be operationalized for EoR, but it is the organization that is the
platform. This leads us to the next level.

Next level
This article is a foundation. Its scope is to explain economies of relearning and motivate it as
the way to accelerate and to hyperscale. The next level for building giant out of intellectual
capital is how to organize EoR: the marlomatic organization. Mar-Lo-Ma-Ti-C is named for
the domains of Market, Loop, Machine, Team, and Capital. These have so far been implicit in
this article, now we spell them out.
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•
•
•
•
•

The market domain. Relational capital. Process as product (or process-as-a-service)
The loop domain. Innovation capital. Learning as platform.
The machine domain. Process capital. Process as code.
The team domain. Human capital. Teams and talents as neural network.
The capital domain. Organizational capital. How to organize and to capitalize on
ways of working.

To be clear, the five domains are not separate parts of the organization. Each of them are
fully present in every part of the EoR organization; they are lenses for perceiving the
organization.
Market and Loop naturally comes first, as Drucker would have it. The order of the other three
is arbitrary. We went with Machine-Team-Capital. That should spell Ma-Te-C, but there are
two reasons for going with Ma-Ti-C. First, words ending in -matic are cool. Second, the
adage there is no "i" in "team" raises the important topic of socio-dynamics in groups and the
friction between individuals and teams. By putting the "i" in "team", this model emphasizes
the importance of both talent management and team composition and the challenge of
combining them adequately.

Reframe the manager: orchestrate from the middle out
In the early 1900s, EoS orgs started out with unskilled labour and generalist managers. As
menial tasks and rote jobs became automated or obsolete, new tasks and jobs increasingly
required new skills and new competences of increasing specialization and process
differentiation. The general manager role is an institutionalized hold-over from EoS.
We would argue that management work is in dire need of differentiation. Middle
management has become the nexus, the single point of failure, for everything that needs to
happen in the org. Managers are being squeezed in the middle, overwhelmed both from the
top down and from the bottom up. In EoL orgs, with its focus on human capital, the manager
role should already have been split into at least three different jobs: leader, coach, and admin.
In EoR orgs, these three jobs are multiplied by the five domains. The marlomatic
organization leads to reframing the organization, in three layers or systems:
•
•
•

A new executive arena: the strategic layer
A new role for managers: the tactical layer
A new loop for operations: the operative layer.

We are saying that companies should differentiate their management practices; the alternative
is to search for superheroes and unicorns that are equally adept in each job over each of the
five organizational domains. We propose that the new role for managers is orchestration
from the middle out. The fractal org starts and ends with orchestration; successful relearning
must stand on the shoulders of orchestrators. The manager is dead, long live the orchestrator!
How's that for ending with a Marvel-Studios-type post-credit teaser?
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